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E 7s 

EAGERER AEEEGRR EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EAGERLY AEEGLRY EAGER, impatiently longing [adv] 

EAGLETS AEEGLST EAGLET, young eagle [n] 

EAGLING AEGGILN EAGLE, to score eagle (two strokes under par) on hole in golf [v] 

EANLING AEGILNN yeanling (young of sheep or goat) [n -S] 

EARACHE AACEEHR pain in ear (organ of hearing) [n -S] 

EARBUDS ABDERSU EARBUD, small earphone [n] 

EARDROP ADEOPRR earring (ornament for earlobe) [n -S] 

EARDRUM ADEMRRU tympanic membrane [n -S] 

EARFLAP AAEFLPR part of cap designed to cover ears [n -S] 

EARFULS AEFLRSU EARFUL, flow of information [n] 

EARHOLE AEEHLOR external opening of ear [n -S] 

EARINGS AEGINRS EARING, line on ship [n] 

EARLAPS AAELPRS EARLAP, earflap (part of cap designed to cover ears) [n] 

EARLDOM ADELMOR rank of earl [n -S] 

EARLESS AEELRSS lacking ears [adj] 

EARLIER AEEILRR EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv & adj] 

EARLOBE ABEELOR part of ear [n -S] 

EARLOCK ACEKLOR curl of hair by ear [n -S] 

EARMARK AAEKMRR to designate for specific use [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EARMUFF AEFFMRU one of pair of ear coverings [n -S] 

EARNERS AEENRRS EARNER, one that earns (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [n] 

EARNEST AEENRST down payment [n -S] 

EARNING AEGINNR EARN, to gain or deserve for one's labor or service [v] 

EARPLUG AEGLPRU plug for ear [n -S] 

EARRING AEGINRR ornament for earlobe [n -S] 

EARSHOT AEHORST range within which sound can be heard [n -S] 

EARTHED ADEEHRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARTHEN AEEHNRT made of earth [adj] 

EARWIGS AEGIRSW EARWIG, to insinuate against in secret [v] 

EARWORM AEMORRW bollworm (larva of certain moth) [n -S] 

EASEFUL AEEFLSU restful (tranquil (free from disturbance)) [adj] 

EASELED ADEEELS EASEL, three-legged frame [adj] 

EASIEST AEEISST EASY, not difficult [adj] 

EASTERN AEENRST being to, toward, or in east [adj] 

EASTERS AEERSST EASTER, wind or storm from east [n] 

EASTING AEGINST movement toward east [n -S] 

EATABLE AABEELT edible (something fit to be eaten) [n -S] 

EATINGS AEGINST EATING, act of consuming food [n] 

EBONICS BCEINOS dialect of English spoken by some African-Americans [n EBONICS] 

EBONIES BEEINOS EBONY, hard, heavy wood [n] 

EBONISE BEEINOS to ebonize (to stain black in imitation of ebony) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EBONITE BEEINOT hard rubber [n -S] 

EBONIZE BEEINOZ to stain black in imitation of ebony [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ECARTES ACEERST ECARTE, card game [n] 

ECBOLIC BCCEILO type of drug [n -S] 
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ECCRINE CCEEINR producing secretions externally [adj] 

ECDYSES CDEESSY ECDYSIS, shedding of outer layer of skin [n] 

ECDYSIS CDEISSY shedding of outer layer of skin [n -SES, -ES]  

ECDYSON CDENOSY ecdysone (insect hormone) [n -S] 

ECHAPPE ACEEHPP moving from closed to open position of feet in ballet [adj] 

ECHARDS ACDEHRS ECHARD, water in soil not available to plants [n] 

ECHELLE CEEEHLL device for spreading light into its component colors [n =S] 

ECHELON CEEHLNO to group in particular formation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ECHIDNA ACDEHIN spiny anteater [n -E, -S] 

ECHINUS CEHINSU echinoid (spiny marine animal) [n -NI, -ES] 

ECHOERS CEEHORS ECHOER, one that echoes (to produce echo) [n] 

ECHOING CEGHINO ECHO, to produce echo [v] 

ECHOISM CEHIMOS formation of words in imitation of sounds [n -S] 

ECLAIRS ACEILRS ECLAIR, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n] 

ECLIPSE CEEILPS to obscure (to make obscure) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ECLOGUE CEEGLOU pastoral poem [n -S] 

ECLOSED CDEELOS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ECLOSES CEELOSS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ECOCIDE CCDEEIO destruction of natural environment [n -S] 

ECOGIFT CEFGIOT donation of land to government for ecological purposes [n -S] 

ECOLOGY CEGLOOY environmental science [n -GIES] 

ECONOMY CEMNOOY thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources) [n -MIES] 

ECORCHE CCEEHOR anatomical figure with skin removed to show musculature [n -S] 

ECOTAGE ACEEGOT obstructive action in defense of natural environment [n -S] 

ECOTONE CEENOOT type of ecological zone [n -S] 

ECOTOUR CEOORTU to engage in ecotourism [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ECOTYPE CEEOPTY subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [n -S] 

ECOZONE CEENOOZ regional ecosystem [n -S] 

ECSTASY ACESSTY state of exaltation [n -SIES] 

ECTASES ACEESST ECTASIS, lengthening of usually short syllable [n] 

ECTASIS ACEISST lengthening of usually short syllable [n -SES] 

ECTATIC ACCEITT ECTASIS, lengthening of usually short syllable [adj] 

ECTHYMA ACEHMTY virus disease [n -TA] 

ECTOPIA ACEIOPT congenital displacement of parts or organs [n -S] 

ECTOPIC CCEIOPT ECTOPIA, congenital displacement of parts or organs [adj] 

ECTOZOA ACEOOTZ ECTOZOON, parasite on body of animal [n] 

ECTYPAL ACELPTY ECTYPE, copy [adj] 

ECTYPES CEEPSTY ECTYPE, copy [n] 

ECUMENE CEEEMNU inhabited area [n -S] 

ECZEMAS ACEEMSZ ECZEMA, skin disease [n] 

EDACITY ACDEITY gluttony (excessive eating) [n -TIES] 

EDAMAME AADEEMM green soybeans in pod [n -S] 

EDAPHIC ACDEHIP pertaining to soil [adj] 

EDDYING DDEGINY EDDY, to move against main current [v] 

EDEMATA AADEEMT EDEMA, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [n] 

EDGIEST DEEGIST EDGY, tense, nervous, or irritable [adj] 

EDGINGS DEGGINS EDGING, something that forms or serves as edge [n] 
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EDIBLES BDEEILS EDIBLE, something fit to be eaten [n] 

EDICTAL ACDEILT EDICT, authoritative order having force of law [adj] 

EDIFICE CDEEFII building (something that is built) [n -S] 

EDIFIED DDEEFII EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

EDIFIER DEEFIIR one that edifies (to enlighten) [n -S] 

EDIFIES DEEFIIS EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

EDITING DEGIINT EDIT, to correct and prepare for publication [v] 

EDITION DEIINOT particular series of printed material [n -S] 

EDITORS DEIORST EDITOR, one that edits (to correct and prepare for publication) [n] 

EDITRIX DEIIRTX female editor [n -ICES, -ES] 

EDUCATE ACDEETU to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EDUCING CDEGINU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [v] 

EDUCTOR CDEORTU one that educes (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EELLIKE EEEIKLL resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EELPOUT EELOPTU marine fish [n -S] 

EELWORM EELMORW small roundworm [n -S] 

EENSIER EEEINRS EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj] 

EFFABLE ABEEFFL capable of being uttered or expressed [adj] 

EFFACED ACDEEFF EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

EFFACER ACEEFFR one that effaces (to rub or wipe out) [n -S] 

EFFACES ACEEFFS EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

EFFECTS CEEFFST EFFECT, to bring about [v] 

EFFENDI DEEFFIN Turkish title of respect [n -S] 

EFFORTS EFFORST EFFORT, deliberate exertion [n] 

EFFULGE EEFFGLU to shine forth [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EFFUSED DEEFFSU EFFUSE, to pour forth [v] 

EFFUSES EEFFSSU EFFUSE, to pour forth [v] 

EFTSOON EFNOOST soon afterward [adv] 

EGALITE AEEGILT equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n -S] 

EGESTED DEEEGST EGEST, to discharge from body [v] 

EGGCUPS CEGGPSU EGGCUP, cup from which egg is eaten [n] 

EGGHEAD ADEEGGH intellectual [n -S] 

EGGIEST EEGGIST EGGY, tasting or smelling of egg [adj] 

EGGLESS EEGGLSS lacking eggs [adj] 

EGGNOGS EGGGNOS EGGNOG, beverage (liquid for drinking) [n] 

EGOISMS EGIMOSS EGOISM, extreme devotion to self-interest [n] 

EGOISTS EGIOSST EGOIST, one who practices egoism (extreme devotion to self-interest) [n] 

EGOLESS EEGLOSS not characterized by egoism [adj] 

EGOTISM EGIMOST self-conceit [n -S] 

EGOTIST EGIOSTT conceited person [n -S] 

EGOTIZE EEGIOTZ to talk and think about oneself excessively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EIDETIC CDEEIIT person able to recall vivid images [n -S] 

EIDOLIC CDEIILO pertaining to eidolon (phantom (something existing in appearance only)) [adj] 

EIDOLON DEILNOO phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n -LA, -S] 

EIGHTHS EGHHIST EIGHTH, one of eight equal parts [n] 
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EIGHTVO EGHIOTV octavo (page size) [n -S] 

EIKONES EEIKNOS EIKON, icon (representation (act of representing (represent))) [n] 

EINKORN EIKNNOR variety of wheat [n -S] 

EIRENIC CEEIINR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

EISWEIN EEIINSW sweet German wine [n -S] 

EJECTED CDEEEJT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

EJECTOR CEEJORT one that ejects (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

EKISTIC CEIIKST EKISTICS, science dealing with human habitats [adj] 

EKPWELE EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n -S] 

ELAPIDS ADEILPS ELAPID, venomous snake [n] 

ELAPINE AEEILNP pertaining to family of snakes [adj] 

ELAPSED ADEELPS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

ELAPSES AEELPSS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

ELASTIC ACEILST stretchable material [n -S] 

ELASTIN AEILNST bodily protein [n -S] 

ELATERS AEELRST ELATER, click beetle [n] 

ELATING AEGILNT ELATE, to raise spirits of [v] 

ELATION AEILNOT feeling of great joy [n -S] 

ELATIVE AEEILTV adjectival form in some languages [n -S] 

ELBOWED BDEELOW ELBOW, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

ELDERLY DEELLRY rather old person [n -LIES] 

ELDESTS DEELSST ELDEST, oldest one of three or more [n] 

ELDRESS DEELRSS female elder (church officer) [n -ES] 

ELDRICH CDEHILR eldritch (weird (mysteriously strange)) [adj] 

ELECTED CDEEELT ELECT, to select by vote for office [v] 

ELECTEE CEEEELT person who has been elected [n -S] 

ELECTOR CEELORT one that elects (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

ELECTRO CEELORT to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ELEGANT AEEGLNT tastefully opulent [adj] 

ELEGIAC ACEEGIL type of verse [n -S] 

ELEGIES EEEGILS ELEGY, mournful poem for one who is dead [n] 

ELEGISE EEEGILS to elegize (to write elegy) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ELEGIST EEGILST one that writes elegies [n -S] 

ELEGITS EEGILST ELEGIT, type of judicial writ [n] 

ELEGIZE EEEGILZ to write elegy [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ELEMENT EEELMNT substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by chemical means [n -S] 

ELENCHI CEEHILN ELENCHUS, logical refutation [n] 

ELEVATE AEEELTV to raise (to move to higher position) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ELEVENS EEELNSV ELEVEN, number [n] 

ELEVONS EELNOSV ELEVON, type of airplane control surface [n] 

ELFLIKE EEFIKLL ELF, small, often mischievous fairy [adj] 

ELFLOCK CEFKLLO lock of tangled hair [n -S] 

ELICITS CEIILST ELICIT, to educe (to draw forth or bring out) [v] 

ELIDING DEGIILN ELIDE, to omit (to leave out) [v] 

ELISION EIILNOS act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n -S] 

ELITISM EIILMST belief in rule by elite [n -S] 

ELITIST EIILSTT adherent of elitism (belief in rule by elite) [n -S] 
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ELIXIRS EIILRSX ELIXIR, medicinal beverage [n] 

ELLIPSE EEILLPS type of plane curve [n -S] 

ELMIEST EEILMST ELMY, abounding in elms [adj] 

ELMWOOD DELMOOW wood of elm [n -S] 

ELODEAS ADEELOS ELODEA, aquatic herb [n] 

ELOIGNS EGILNOS ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

ELOINED DEEILNO ELOIN, to eloign (to remove to distant place) [v] 

ELOINER EEILNOR one that eloins (to eloign (to remove to distant place)) [n -S] 

ELOPERS EELOPRS ELOPER, one that elopes (to run off secretly to be married) [n] 

ELOPING EGILNOP ELOPE, to run off secretly to be married [v] 

ELUANTS AELNSTU ELUANT, solvent (substance capable of dissolving others) [n] 

ELUATES AEELSTU ELUATE, material obtained by eluting [n] 

ELUDERS DEELRSU ELUDER, one that eludes (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n] 

ELUDING DEGILNU ELUDE, to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [v] 

ELUENTS EELNSTU ELUENT, eluant (solvent (substance capable of dissolving others)) [n] 

ELUSION EILNOSU act of eluding (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n -S] 

ELUSIVE EEILSUV tending to elude [adj] 

ELUSORY ELORSUY elusive (tending to elude) [adj] 

ELUTING EGILNTU ELUTE, to remove by means of solvent [v] 

ELUTION EILNOTU act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n -S] 

ELUVIAL AEILLUV pertaining to eluvium (soil deposit) [adj] 

ELUVIUM EILMUUV soil deposit [n -IA, -S] 

ELYSIAN AEILNSY delightful [adj] 

ELYTRON ELNORTY hardened forewing of certain insects [n -RA] 

ELYTRUM ELMRTUY elytron (hardened forewing of certain insects) [n -RA] 

EMAILED ADEEILM EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

EMANANT AAEMNNT issuing from source [adj] 

EMANATE AAEEMNT to send forth [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMBALMS ABELMMS EMBALM, to treat so as to protect from decay [v] 

EMBANKS ABEKMNS EMBANK, to confine or protect with raised structure [v] 

EMBARGO ABEGMOR to restrain trade by governmental order [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EMBARKS ABEKMRS EMBARK, to make start [v] 

EMBASSY ABEMSSY headquarters of ambassador [n -SSIES] 

EMBAYED ABDEEMY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v] 

EMBLAZE ABEELMZ to set on fire [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EMBLEMS BEELMMS EMBLEM, to represent with emblem (graphical symbol) [v] 

EMBOLIC BCEILMO EMBOLISM, obstruction of blood vessel by embolus [adj] 

EMBOLUS BELMOSU abnormal particle circulating in blood [n -LI] 

EMBOSKS BEKMOSS EMBOSK, to conceal with foliage [v] 

EMBOSOM BEMMOOS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBOWED BDEEMOW EMBOW, to arch (to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening)) [v] 

EMBOWEL BEELMOW to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

EMBOWER BEEMORW to surround with foliage [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBRACE ABCEEMR to hug (to clasp tightly in arms) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EMBROIL BEILMOR to involve in conflict [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBROWN BEMNORW to make brown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBRUED BDEEMRU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 
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EMBRUES BEEMRSU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

EMBRUTE BEEMRTU to imbrute (to make brutal) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMBRYON BEMNORY embryo (organism in its early stages of development) [n -S] 

EMBRYOS BEMORSY EMBRYO, organism in its early stages of development [n] 

EMENDED DDEEEMN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

EMENDER DEEEMNR one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n -S] 

EMERALD ADEELMR green gem [n -S] 

EMERGED DEEEGMR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERGES EEEGMRS EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERIES EEEIMRS EMERY, granular corundum [n] 

EMERITA AEEIMRT retired woman who retains honorary title [n -E, -S] 

EMERITI EEIIMRT EMERITUS, retired person who retains honorary title [n] 

EMERODS DEEMORS EMEROD, tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

EMEROID DEEIMOR emerod (tumor (abnormal swelling)) [n -S] 

EMERSED DEEEMRS standing out of water [adj] 

EMETICS CEEIMST EMETIC, substance which induces vomiting [n] 

EMETINE EEEIMNT alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

EMETINS EEIMNST EMETIN, emetine (alkaloid (type of chemical compound)) [n] 

EMEUTES EEEMSTU EMEUTE, riot [n] 

EMIGRES EEGIMRS EMIGRE, emigrant (one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another)) [n] 

EMINENT EEIMNNT of high station or rank [adj] 

EMIRATE AEEIMRT rank of emir [n -S] 

EMITTED DEEIMTT EMIT, to send forth [v] 

EMITTER EEIMRTT one that emits (to send forth) [n -S] 

EMOCORE CEEMOOR emo (style of rock music with emotional lyrics) [n -S] 

EMODINS DEIMNOS EMODIN, chemical compound [n] 

EMOTERS EEMORST EMOTER, one that emotes (to express emotion in exaggerated manner) [n] 

EMOTING EGIMNOT EMOTE, to express emotion in exaggerated manner [v] 

EMOTION EIMNOOT affective state of consciousness [n -S] 

EMOTIVE EEIMOTV EMOTIVITY [n] 

EMPALED ADEELMP EMPALE, to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v] 

EMPALER AEELMPR one that empales (to impale (to pierce with pointed object)) [n -S] 

EMPALES AEELMPS EMPALE, to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v] 

EMPANEL AEELMNP to impanel (to enter on list for jury duty) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

EMPATHY AEHMPTY imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [n -HIES] 

EMPEROR EEMOPRR ruler of empire [n -S] 

EMPIRES EEIMPRS EMPIRE, major political unit [n] 

EMPIRIC CEIIMPR one who relies on practical experience [n -S] 

EMPLACE ACEELMP to position (to put in particular location) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EMPLANE AEELMNP to enplane (to board airplane) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

EMPLOYE EELMOPY employee (person who is employed) [n -S] 

EMPLOYS ELMOPSY EMPLOY, to hire (to engage services of for payment) [v] 

EMPORIA AEIMOPR EMPORIUM, trading or market center [n] 

EMPOWER EEMOPRW to give legal power to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMPRESS EEMPRSS female ruler of empire [n -ES] 

EMPRISE EEIMPRS adventurous undertaking [n -S] 

EMPRIZE EEIMPRZ emprise (adventurous undertaking) [n -S] 
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EMPTIED DEEIMPT EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPTIER EEIMPRT EMPTY, containing nothing [adj] / one that empties (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

EMPTIES EEIMPST EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPTILY EILMPTY in empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) manner [adv] 

EMPTINS EIMNPST liquid leavening [n EMPTINS] 

EMPYEMA AEEMMPY collection of pus in body cavity [n -S, -TA] 

EMULATE AEELMTU to try to equal or surpass [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMULOUS ELMOSUU eager to equal or surpass another [adj] 

ENABLED ABDEELN ENABLE, to make possible [v] 

ENABLER ABEELNR one that enables (to make possible) [n -S] 

ENABLES ABEELNS ENABLE, to make possible [v] 

ENACTED ACDEENT ENACT, to make into law [v] 

ENACTOR ACENORT one that enacts (to make into law) [n -S] 

ENAMELS AEELMNS ENAMEL, to cover with hard, glossy surface [v] 

ENAMINE AEEIMNN type of amine (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

ENAMORS AEMNORS ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

ENAMOUR AEMNORU to enamor (to inspire with love) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENATION AEINNOT outgrowth from surface of organ [n -S] 

ENCAGED ACDEEGN ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENCAGES ACEEGNS ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENCAMPS ACEMNPS ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

ENCASED ACDEENS ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

ENCASES ACEENSS ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

ENCHAIN ACEHINN to bind with chains [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCHANT ACEHNNT to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCHASE ACEEHNS to place in ornamental setting [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENCINAL ACEILNN ENCINA, evergreen oak [adj] 

ENCINAS ACEINNS ENCINA, evergreen oak [n] 

ENCLASP ACELNPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCLAVE ACEELNV to enclose within foreign territory [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ENCLOSE CEELNOS to close in on all sides [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENCODED CDDEENO ENCODE, to put into code [v] 

ENCODER CDEENOR one that encodes (to put into code) [n -S] 

ENCODES CDEENOS ENCODE, to put into code [v] 

ENCOMIA ACEIMNO ENCOMIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

ENCORED CDEENOR ENCORE, to call for reappearance of performer [v] 

ENCORES CEENORS ENCORE, to call for reappearance of performer [v] 

ENCRUST CENRSTU to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCRYPT CENPRTY to encipher (to write in characters of hidden meaning) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCYSTS CENSSTY ENCYST, to enclose in cyst [v] 

ENDARCH ACDEHNR formed from center outward [adj] 

ENDCAPS ACDENPS ENDCAP, display of products at end of aisle in store [n] 

ENDEARS ADEENRS ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDEMIC CDEEIMN endemial disease [n -S] 

ENDGAME ADEEGMN last stage of chess game [n -S] 

ENDINGS DEGINNS ENDING, termination [n] 

ENDITED DDEEINT ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 
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ENDITES DEEINST ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDIVES DEEINSV ENDIVE, herb cultivated as salad plant [n] 

ENDLEAF ADEEFLN endpaper (sheet of paper used in bookbinding) [n -S, -AVES] 

ENDLESS DEELNSS enduring forever (indefinite length of time) [adj] 

ENDLONG DEGLNNO lengthwise [adv] 

ENDMOST DEMNOST farthest [adj] 

ENDNOTE DEENNOT note placed at end of text [n -S] 

ENDOGEN DEEGNNO type of plant [n -S] 

ENDOPOD DDENOOP branch of crustacean limb [n -S] 

ENDORSE DEENORS to sign back of negotiable document [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENDOWED DDEENOW ENDOW, to provide with something [v] 

ENDOWER DEENORW one that endows (to provide with something) [n -S] 

ENDPLAY ADELNPY to force (opponent in bridge) to lead [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDRINS DEINNRS ENDRIN, insecticide [n] 

ENDUING DEGINNU ENDUE, to provide with some quality or gift [v] 

ENDURED DDEENRU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENDURER DEENRRU one that endures (to last (to continue in existence)) [n -S] 

ENDURES DEENRSU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENDUROS DENORSU ENDURO, long race [n] 

ENDWAYS ADENSWY endwise (lengthwise) [adv] 

ENDWISE DEEINSW lengthwise [adv] 

ENEMATA AAEEMNT ENEMA, liquid injected into rectum [n] 

ENEMIES EEEIMNS ENEMY, one that is antagonistic toward another [n] 

ENERGID DEEGINR nucleus and body of cytoplasm with which it interacts [n -S] 

ENFACED ACDEEFN ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFACES ACEEFNS ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFEOFF EEFFFNO to invest with feudal estate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENFEVER EEEFNRV to fever (to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENFLAME AEEFLMN to inflame (to set on fire) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

ENFOLDS DEFLNOS ENFOLD, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

ENFORCE CEEFNOR to compel obedience to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENFRAME AEEFMNR to frame (to construct by putting together various parts) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

ENGAGED ADEEGGN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v] 

ENGAGER AEEGGNR one that engages (to employ (to hire)) [n -S] 

ENGAGES AEEGGNS ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v] 

ENGILDS DEGILNS ENGILD, to brighten (to make bright) [v] 

ENGINED DEEGINN ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENGINES EEGINNS ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENGIRDS DEGINRS ENGIRD, to gird (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

ENGLISH EGHILNS to cause billiard ball to spin around its vertical axis [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGLUTS EGLNSTU ENGLUT, to gulp down [v] 

ENGORGE EEGGNOR to fill with blood [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENGRAFT AEFGNRT to graft for propagation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAIL AEGILNR to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAIN AEGINNR to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAMS AEGMNRS ENGRAM, durable mark caused by stimulus upon protoplasm [n] 

ENGRAVE AEEGNRV to form by incision [v -D, -VING, -S] 
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ENGROSS EGNORSS to occupy completely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGULFS EFGLNSU ENGULF, to surround completely [v] 

ENHALOS AEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHANCE ACEEHNN to raise to higher degree [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENIGMAS AEGIMNS ENIGMA, something that is hard to understand or explain [n] 

ENISLED DEEILNS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENISLES EEILNSS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENJAMBS ABEJMNS ENJAMB, to continue sentence from one line of poem to next [v] 

ENJOINS EIJNNOS ENJOIN, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

ENJOYED DEEJNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

ENJOYER EEJNORY one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n -S] 

ENLACED ACDEELN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENLACES ACEELNS ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENLARGE AEEGLNR to make or become larger [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENLISTS EILNSST ENLIST, to engage for military service [v] 

ENLIVEN EEILNNV to make lively [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENNEADS ADEENNS ENNEAD, group of nine [n] 

ENNOBLE BEELNNO to make noble [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENNUYEE EEENNUY ennuye (oppressed with ennui) [adj] 

ENOLASE AEELNOS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ENOLOGY EGLNOOY oenology (study of wines) [n -GIES] 

ENOUGHS EGHNOSU ENOUGH, sufficient supply [n] 

ENOUNCE CEENNOU to announce (to make known publicly) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENPLANE AEELNNP to board airplane [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENQUIRE EEINQRU to inquire (to ask about) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENQUIRY EINQRUY inquiry (question) [n -RIES] 

ENRAGED ADEEGNR ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENRAGES AEEGNRS ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENROBED BDEENOR ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

ENROBER BEENORR one that enrobes (to dress (to put clothes on)) [n -S] 

ENROBES BEENORS ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

ENROLLS ELLNORS ENROLL, to enter name of in register, record, or roll [v] 

ENROOTS ENOORST ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENSERFS EEFNRSS ENSERF, to make serf of [v] 

ENSIGNS EGINNSS ENSIGN, navy officer [n] 

ENSILED DEEILNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSILES EEILNSS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSKIED DEEIKNS ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSKIES EEIKNSS ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSKYED DEEKNSY ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSLAVE AEELNSV to make slave of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ENSNARE AEENNRS to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENSNARL AELNNRS to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSOULS ELNOSSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 

ENSUING EGINNSU ENSUE, to occur afterward or as result [v] 

ENSUITE EEINSTU room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n -S] 

ENSURED DEENRSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 
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ENSURER EENRRSU one that ensures (to make certain) [n -S] 

ENSURES EENRSSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTASES AEENSST ENTASIS, slight convexity in column [n] 

ENTASIA AAEINST spasmodic contraction of muscle [n -S] 

ENTASIS AEINSST slight convexity in column [n -SES]  

ENTENTE EEENNTT agreement between nations [n -S] 

ENTERAL AEELNRT enteric (pertaining to enteron (alimentary canal)) [adj] 

ENTERED DEEENRT ENTER, to come or go into [v] 

ENTERER EEENRRT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

ENTERIC CEEINRT pertaining to enteron (alimentary canal) [adj] 

ENTERON EENNORT alimentary canal [n -RA, -S] 

ENTHRAL AEHLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

ENTHUSE EEHNSTU to show enthusiasm [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENTICED CDEEINT ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTICER CEEINRT one that entices (to allure (to attract with something desirable)) [n -S] 

ENTICES CEEINST ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTIRES EEINRST ENTIRE, whole of something [n] 

ENTITLE EEILNTT to give title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENTOILS EILNOST ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTOMBS BEMNOST ENTOMB, to place in tomb [v] 

ENTOPIC CEINOPT situated in normal place [adj] 

ENTOZOA AENOOTZ ENTOZOON, entozoan (entozoic parasite) [n] 

ENTRAIN AEINNRT to board train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTRANT AENNRTT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

ENTRAPS AENPRST ENTRAP, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

ENTREAT AEENRTT to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n] 

ENTRIES EEINRST ENTRY, place of entrance [n] 

ENTROPY ENOPRTY thermodynamic measure of disorder [n -PIES] 

ENTRUST ENRSTTU to give over for safekeeping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTWINE EEINNTW to twine around [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENTWIST EINSTTW to twist together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENURING EGINNRU ENURE, to inure (to accustom to accept something undesirable) [v] 

ENVELOP EELNOPV to cover completely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENVENOM EEMNNOV to put venom into [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENVIERS EEINRSV ENVIER, one that envies (to be envious of) [n] 

ENVIOUS EINOSUV resentful and desirous of another's possessions or qualities [adj] 

ENVIRON EINNORV to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENVIROS EINORSV ENVIRO, advocate for preservation of natural environment [n] 

ENVYING EGINNVY ENVY, to be envious of [v] 

ENWHEEL EEEHLNW to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENWINDS DEINNSW ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

ENWOMBS BEMNOSW ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

ENWOUND DENNOUW ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

ENWRAPS AENPRSW ENWRAP, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

ENZYMES EEMNSYZ ENZYME, complex protein [n] 
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ENZYMIC CEIMNYZ ENZYME, complex protein [adj] 

EOBIONT BEINOOT type of basic organism [n -S] 

EOLITHS EHILOST EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [n] 

EONISMS EIMNOSS EONISM, adoption of dress and mannerisms of opposite sex [n] 

EOSINES EEINOSS EOSINE, eosin (red dye) [n] 

EOSINIC CEIINOS EOSIN, red dye [adj] 

EPARCHS ACEHPRS EPARCH, head of eparchy [n] 

EPARCHY ACEHPRY district of modern Greece [n -HIES] 

EPATERS AEEPRST EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

EPAULET AEELPTU shoulder ornament [n -S] 

EPAZOTE AEEOPTZ herb of goosefoot family [n -S] 

EPEEIST EEEIPST one who fences with epee [n -S] 

EPEIRIC CEEIIPR pertaining to vertical movement of earth's crust [adj] 

EPERGNE EEEGNPR ornamental dish [n -S] 

EPHEBES BEEEHPS EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPHEBIC BCEEHIP EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [adj] 

EPHEBOI BEEHIOP EPHEBOS, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPHEBOS BEEHOPS ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n -OI] 

EPHEBUS BEEHPSU young man of ancient Greece [n -BI] 

EPHEDRA ADEEHPR desert shrub [n -S] 

EPHORAL AEHLOPR EPHOR, magistrate of ancient Greece [adj] 

EPIBOLY BEILOPY growth of one part around another [n -LIES] 

EPICARP ACEIPPR outer layer of pericarp [n -S] 

EPICENE CEEEINP one having both male and female characteristics [n -S] 

EPICURE CEEIPRU gourmet (connoisseur of fine food and drink) [n -S] 

EPIDERM DEEIMPR outer layer of skin [n -S] 

EPIDOTE DEEIOPT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EPIGEAL AEEGILP epigeous (growing on or close to ground) [adj] 

EPIGEAN AEEGINP epigeous (growing on or close to ground) [adj] 

EPIGEIC CEEGIIP epigeous (growing on or close to ground) [adj] 

EPIGENE EEEGINP occurring near surface of earth [adj] 

EPIGONE EEGINOP inferior imitator [n -S] 

EPIGONI EGIINOP EPIGONUS, epigone (inferior imitator) [n] 

EPIGONS EGINOPS EPIGON, epigone (inferior imitator) [n] 

EPIGRAM AEGIMPR brief, witty remark [n -S] 

EPIGYNY EGINPYY state of having floral organs near top of ovary [n -NIES] 

EPILATE AEEILPT to remove hair from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EPILOGS EGILOPS EPILOG, concluding section [n] 

EPIMERE EEEIMPR part of embryo [n -S] 

EPIMERS EEIMPRS EPIMER, type of sugar compound [n] 

EPINAOI AEIINOP EPINAOS, rear vestibule [n] 

EPINAOS AEINOPS rear vestibule [n -OI] 

EPISCIA ACEIIPS tropical herb [n -S] 

EPISODE DEEIOPS incident in course of continuous experience [n -S] 

EPISOME EEIMOPS genetic determinant [n -S] 

EPISTLE EEILPST long or formal letter [n -S] 

EPITAPH AEHIPPT inscription on tomb [n -S] 
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EPITAXY AEIPTXY type of crystalline growth [n -XIES] 

EPITHET EEHIPTT term used to characterize person or thing [n -S] 

EPITOME EEIMOPT typical or ideal example [n -S]  

EPITOPE EEIOPPT region on surface of antigen [n -S] 

EPIZOIC CEIIOPZ living on body of animal [adj] 

EPIZOON EINOOPZ epizoic parasite [n -ZOA] 

EPOCHAL ACEHLOP EPOCH, particular period of time [adj] 

EPONYMS EMNOPSY EPONYM, person for whom something is named [n] 

EPONYMY EMNOPYY derivation of eponymic name [n -MIES] 

EPOPEES EEEOPPS EPOPEE, epic poem [n] 

EPOXIDE DEEIOPX epoxy compound [n -S] 

EPOXIED DEEIOPX EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EPOXIES EEIOPSX EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EPOXYED DEEOPXY EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EPSILON EILNOPS Greek letter [n -S] 

EQUABLE ABEELQU not changing or varying greatly [adj] 

EQUABLY ABELQUY EQUABLE, not changing or varying greatly [adv] 

EQUALED ADEELQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUALLY AELLQUY in equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) manner [adv] 

EQUATED ADEEQTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATES AEEQSTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATOR AEOQRTU great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n -S] 

EQUERRY EEQRRUY officer in charge of care of horses [n -RRIES] 

EQUINES EEINQSU EQUINE, horse [n] 

EQUINOX EINOQUX point on celestial sphere [n -ES] 

EQUITES EEIQSTU EQUES, member of privileged military class of ancient Rome [n] 

ERASERS AEERRSS ERASER, one that erases (to rub or scrape out) [n] 

ERASING AEGINRS ERASE, to rub or scrape out [v] 

ERASION AEINORS erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n -S] 

ERASURE AEERRSU act of erasing (to rub or scrape out) [n -S] 

ERBIUMS BEIMRSU ERBIUM, metallic element [n] 

ERECTED CDEEERT ERECT, to build (to construct) [v] 

ERECTER CEEERRT erector (one that erects (to build)) [n -S] 

ERECTLY CEELRTY in upright manner [adv] 

ERECTOR CEEORRT one that erects (to build (to construct)) [n -S] 

ERELONG EEGLNOR soon (in near future) [adv] 

EREMITE EEEIMRT hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n -S] 

EREMURI EEIMRRU EREMURUS, perennial herb [n] 

EREPSIN EEINPRS mixture of enzymes in small intestine [n -S] 

ERETHIC CEEHIRT ERETHISM, abnormal irritability [adj] 

ERGATES AEEGRST ERGATE, worker ant [n] 

ERGODIC CDEGIOR pertaining to probability that any state will recur [adj] 

ERGOTIC CEGIORT ERGOT, fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [adj] 

ERICOID CDEIIOR resembling heath (evergreen shrub) [adj] 

ERINGOS EGINORS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

ERISTIC CEIIRST expert in debate [n -S] 

ERLKING EGIKLNR evil spirit of Germanic folklore [n -S] 
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ERMINED DEEIMNR ERMINE, fur of certain weasels [adj] 

ERMINES EEIMNRS ERMINE, fur of certain weasels [n] 

ERODENT DEENORT erosive (causing erosion (act of eroding (erode))) [adj] 

ERODING DEGINOR ERODE, to wear away by constant friction [v] 

EROSELY EELORSY EROSE, uneven (not even (flat and smooth)) [adv] 

EROSION EINOORS act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction) [n -S] 

EROSIVE EEIORSV causing erosion (act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction)) [adj] 

EROTICA ACEIORT literature or art dealing with sexual love [n EROTICA, -S] 

EROTICS CEIORST EROTIC, amatory poem [n] 

EROTISM EIMORST sexual excitement [n -S] 

EROTIZE EEIORTZ to give sexual meaning to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ERRABLE ABEELRR ERR, to make mistake [adj] 

ERRANCY ACENRRY instance of erring [n -CIES] 

ERRANDS ADENRRS ERRAND, short trip made for particular purpose [n] 

ERRANTS AENRRST ERRANT, wanderer (one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n] 

ERRATAS AAERRST ERRATA, ERRATUM, printing error [n] 

ERRATIC ACEIRRT eccentric person [n -S] 

ERRATUM AEMRRTU printing error [n ERRATA] 

ERRHINE EEHINRR substance that promotes nasal discharge [n -S] 

ERUCTED CDEERTU ERUCT, to belch (to expel gas through mouth) [v] 

ERUDITE DEEIRTU scholarly (resembling scholar (learned person)) [adj] 

ERUPTED DEEPRTU ERUPT, to burst forth [v] 

ERYNGOS EGNORSY ERYNGO, medicinal herb [n] 

ESCALOP ACELOPS to escallop (to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESCAPED ACDEEPS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESCAPEE ACEEEPS one that has escaped [n -S] 

ESCAPER ACEEPRS one that escapes (to get away) [n -S] 

ESCAPES ACEEPSS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESCARPS ACEPRSS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

ESCHARS ACEHRSS ESCHAR, hard, dry scab [n] 

ESCHEAT ACEEHST to confiscate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESCHEWS CEEHSSW ESCHEW, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

ESCOLAR ACELORS food fish [n -S] 

ESCORTS CEORSST ESCORT, to accompany (to go with as companion) [v] 

ESCOTED CDEEOST ESCOT, to provide support for [v] 

ESCROWS CEORSSW ESCROW, to place in custody of third party [v] 

ESCUAGE ACEEGSU scutage (tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service) [n -S] 

ESCUDOS CDEOSSU ESCUDO, former monetary unit of Portugal [n] 

ESERINE EEEINRS toxic alkaloid [n -S] 

ESPANOL AELNOPS native of Spain [n -S] 

ESPARTO AEOPRST perennial grass [n -S] 

ESPIALS AEILPSS ESPIAL, act of espying (to catch sight of) [n] 

ESPOIRS EIOPRSS ESPOIR, category of wrestlers [n] 

ESPOUSE EEOPSSU to marry (to enter into marriage) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ESPRITS EIPRSST ESPRIT, spirit [n] 

ESPYING EGINPSY ESPY, to catch sight of [v] 

ESQUIRE EEIQRSU to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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ESSAYED ADEESSY ESSAY, to try (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [v] 

ESSAYER AEERSSY one that essays (to try (to attempt)) [n -S] 

ESSENCE CEEENSS fundamental nature or quality [n -S] 

ESSOINS EINOSSS ESSOIN, excuse [n] 

ESTATED ADEESTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

ESTATES AEESSTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

ESTEEMS EEEMSST ESTEEM, to have high opinion of [v] 

ESTHETE EEEHSTT esthetic person [n -S] 

ESTIVAL AEILSTV pertaining to summer [adj] 

ESTRAYS AERSSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

ESTREAT AEERSTT to copy from court records for use in prosecution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESTRINS EINRSST ESTRIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTRONE EENORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTROUS EORSSTU pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [adj] 

ESTRUAL AELRSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

ESTRUMS EMRSSTU ESTRUM, estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n] 

ESTUARY AERSTUY inlet of sea at river's lower end [n -RIES] 

ETAGERE AEEEGRT ornamental stand [n -S] 

ETALONS AELNOST ETALON, optical instrument [n] 

ETAMINE AEEIMNT loosely woven fabric [n -S] 

ETAMINS AEIMNST ETAMIN, etamine (loosely woven fabric) [n] 

ETATISM AEIMSTT state socialism [n -S] 

ETATIST AEISTTT ETATISM, state socialism [adj] 

ETCHANT ACEHNTT substance used in etching [n -S] 

ETCHERS CEEHRST ETCHER, one that etches (to engrave with acid) [n] 

ETCHING CEGHINT ETCH, to engrave with acid [v] / etched design [n -S] 

ETERNAL AEELNRT something lasting forever [n -S] 

ETESIAN AEEINST annually recurring wind [n -S] 

ETHANAL AAEHLNT volatile liquid compound [n -S] 

ETHANES AEEHNST ETHANE, gaseous hydrocarbon [n] 

ETHANOL AEHLNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

ETHENES EEEHNST ETHENE, ethylene (flammable gas) [n] 

ETHERIC CEEHIRT ETHER, volatile liquid used as anesthetic [adj] 

ETHICAL ACEHILT drug sold by prescription only [n -S] 

ETHINYL EHILNTY ethynyl (univalent chemical radical) [n -S] 

ETHIONS EHINOST ETHION, pesticide [n] 

ETHMOID DEHIMOT bone of nasal cavity [n -S] 

ETHNICS CEHINST ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [n] 

ETHOSES EEHOSST ETHOS, fundamental character of culture [n] 

ETHOXYL EHLOTXY univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

ETHYLIC CEHILTY pertaining to ethyl (univalent chemical radical) [adj] 

ETHYNES EEHNSTY ETHYNE, flammable gas [n] 

ETHYNYL EHLNTYY univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

ETOILES EEILOST ETOILE, star [n] 

ETRIERS EEIRRST ETRIER, short rope ladder [n] 

ETYMONS EMNOSTY ETYMON, earliest known form of word [n] 
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EUCAINE ACEEINU anesthetic [n -S] 

EUCHRED CDEEHRU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EUCHRES CEEHRSU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EUCLASE ACEELSU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EUCRITE CEEIRTU type of meteorite [n -S] 

EUDEMON DEEMNOU good spirit [n -S] 

EUGENIA AEEGINU tropical evergreen tree [n -S] 

EUGENIC CEEGINU EUGENICS, science of hereditary improvement [adj] 

EUGENOL EEGLNOU aromatic liquid [n -S] 

EUGLENA AEEGLNU freshwater protozoan [n -S] 

EULOGIA AEGILOU EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] / blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n -S] / holy bread [n -E, -S] 

EUNUCHS CEHNSUU EUNUCH, castrated man [n] 

EUPEPSY EEPPSUY eupepsia (good digestion) [n -SIES] 

EUPHONY EHNOPUY pleasant sound [n -NIES] 

EUPHROE EEHOPRU device used to adjust shipboard awning [n -S] 

EUPLOID DEILOPU cell having three or more identical genomes [n -S] 

EUPNEAS AEENPSU EUPNEA, normal breathing [n] 

EUPNEIC CEEINPU EUPNEA, normal breathing [adj] 

EUPNOEA AEENOPU eupnea (normal breathing) [n -S] 

EUREKAS AEEKRSU EUREKA, fortunate discovery [n] 

EURIPUS EIPRSUU swift sea channel [n -PI] 

EURYOKY EKORUYY euroky (ability of organism to live under variable conditions) [n -KIES] 

EUSTACY ACESTUY worldwide change in sea level [n -CIES] 

EUSTASY AESSTUY eustacy (worldwide change in sea level) [n -SIES] 

EUSTELE EEELSTU plant part [n -S] 

EVACUEE ACEEEUV one that is evacuated [n -S] 

EVADERS ADEERSV EVADER, one that evades (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n] 

EVADING ADEGINV EVADE, to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit [v] 

EVANGEL AEEGLNV preacher of gospel [n -S] 

EVANISH AEHINSV to vanish (to disappear) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EVASION AEINOSV act of evading (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n -S] 

EVASIVE AEEISVV tending to evade [adj] 

EVENERS EEENRSV EVENER, one that evens (to make even) [n] 

EVENEST EEENSTV EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

EVENING EEGINNV EVEN, to make even [v] 

EVENING EEGINNV latter part of day and early part of night [n -S] 

EVENTER EEENRTV horse or rider competing in eventing [n -S] 

EVERTED DEEERTV EVERT, to turn outward or inside out [v] 

EVERTOR EEORRTV muscle that turns part outward [n -S] 

EVICTED CDEEITV EVICT, to expel by legal process [v] 

EVICTEE CEEEITV one that is evicted [n -S] 

EVICTOR CEIORTV one that evicts (to expel by legal process) [n -S] 

EVIDENT DEEINTV clear to vision or understanding [adj] 

EVILEST EEILSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EVILLER EEILLRV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EVINCED CDEEINV EVINCE, to show clearly [v] 

EVINCES CEEINSV EVINCE, to show clearly [v] 
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EVITING EGIINTV EVITE, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

EVOKERS EEKORSV EVOKER, evocator (one that evokes (to call forth)) [n] 

EVOKING EGIKNOV EVOKE, to call forth [v] 

EVOLUTE EELOTUV type of geometric curve [n -S] 

EVOLVED DEELOVV EVOLVE, to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state) [v] 

EVOLVER EELORVV one that evolves (to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state)) [n -S] 

EVOLVES EELOSVV EVOLVE, to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state) [v] 

EVULSED DEELSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

EVULSES EELSSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

EVZONES EENOSVZ EVZONE, Greek soldier [n] 

EXABYTE ABEETXY one quintillion bytes [n -S] 

EXACTAS AACESTX EXACTA, type of horse racing bet [n] 

EXACTED ACDEETX EXACT, to force payment or yielding of [v] 

EXACTER ACEERTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] / one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

EXACTLY ACELTXY in exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) manner [adv] 

EXACTOR ACEORTX exacter (one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of)) [n -S] 

EXALTED ADEELTX EXALT, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

EXALTER AEELRTX one that exalts (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n -S] 

EXAMENS AEEMNSX EXAMEN, critical study [n] 

EXAMINE AEEIMNX to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

EXAMPLE AEELMPX to show by representation [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EXAPTED ADEEPTX utilized for function other than one developed through natural selection [adj] 

EXARCHS ACEHRSX EXARCH, ruler of province in Byzantine Empire [n] 

EXARCHY ACEHRXY domain of exarch [n -HIES] 

EXCEEDS CDEEESX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCEPTS CEEPSTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

EXCERPT CEEPRTX to pick out passage from for quoting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXCIDED CDDEEIX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIDES CDEEISX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIMER CEEIMRX dimer that exists in excited state [n -S] 

EXCIPLE CEEILPX rim around hymenium of various lichens [n -S] 

EXCISED CDEEISX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCISES CEEISSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCITED CDEEITX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITER CEEIRTX one that excites (to arouse emotions of) [n -S] 

EXCITES CEEISTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITON CEINOTX phenomenon occurring in excited crystal [n -S] 

EXCITOR CEIORTX exciter (one that excites (to arouse emotions of)) [n -S] 

EXCLAIM ACEILMX to cry out suddenly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXCLAVE ACEELVX portion of country which is isolated in foreign territory [n -S] 

EXCLUDE CDEELUX to shut out [v -D, -DING, -S] 

EXCRETA ACEERTX excreted matter [n EXCRETA] 

EXCRETE CEEERTX to separate and eliminate from organic body [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXCUSED CDEESUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

EXCUSER CEERSUX one that excuses (to apologize for) [n -S] 

EXCUSES CEESSUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

EXECUTE CEEETUX to carry out [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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EXEDRAE ADEEERX EXEDRA, curved outdoor bench [n] 

EXEDRAS ADEERSX EXEDRA, curved outdoor bench [n] 

EXEGETE EEEEGTX one skilled in exegesis [n -S] 

EXEMPLA AEELMPX EXEMPLUM, example [n] 

EXEMPTS EEMPSTX EXEMPT, to free from obligation required of others [v] 

EXERGUE EEEGRUX space on coin [n -S] 

EXERTED DEEERTX EXERT, to put into action [v] 

EXHALED ADEEHLX EXHALE, to expel air or vapor [v] 

EXHALES AEEHLSX EXHALE, to expel air or vapor [v] 

EXHAUST AEHSTUX to use up [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

EXHEDRA ADEEHRX exedra (curved outdoor bench) [n -E] 

EXHIBIT BEHIITX to present for public viewing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXHORTS EHORSTX EXHORT, to advise urgently [v] 

EXHUMED DEEHMUX EXHUME, to dig out of earth [v] 

EXHUMER EEHMRUX one that exhumes (to dig out of earth) [n -S] 

EXHUMES EEHMSUX EXHUME, to dig out of earth [v] 

EXIGENT EEGINTX urgent (requiring immediate attention) [adj] 

EXILERS EEILRSX EXILER, one that exiles (to banish from one's own country) [n] 

EXILIAN AEIILNX exilic (pertaining to exile (banishment from one's own country)) [adj] 

EXILING EGIILNX EXILE, to banish from one's own country [v] 

EXISTED DEEISTX EXIST, to be (to have actuality) [v] 

EXITING EGIINTX EXIT, to go out [v] 

EXOCARP ACEOPRX epicarp (outer layer of pericarp) [n -S] 

EXODERM DEEMORX ectoderm (outermost germ layer of embryo) [n -S] 

EXOGAMY AEGMOXY marriage outside of particular group [n -MIES] 

EXOGENS EEGNOSX EXOGEN, type of plant [n] 

EXONYMS EMNOSXY EXONYM, name for people used by outsiders and not by people themselves [n] 

EXORDIA ADEIORX EXORDIUM, beginning [n] 

EXOSMIC CEIMOSX EXOSMOSE, form of osmosis [adj] 

EXOTICA ACEIOTX things excitingly different or unusual [n EXOTICA] 

EXOTICS CEIOSTX EXOTIC, something from another part of world [n] 

EXOTISM EIMOSTX exotic (something from another part of world) [n -S] 

EXPANDS ADENPSX EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

EXPANSE AEENPSX wide, continuous area [n -S] 

EXPECTS CEEPSTX EXPECT, to anticipate [v] 

EXPENDS DEENPSX EXPEND, to use up [v] 

EXPENSE EEENPSX to charge with costs [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXPERTS EEPRSTX EXPERT, to serve as authority [v] 

EXPIATE AEEIPTX to atone for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXPIRED DEEIPRX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXPIRER EEIPRRX one that expires (to come to end) [n -S] 

EXPIRES EEIPRSX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXPLAIN AEILNPX to make plain or understandable [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPLANT AELNPTX to remove from natural site of growth and place in medium [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPLODE DEELOPX to blow up [v -D, -DING, -S] 

EXPLOIT EILOPTX to take advantage of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPLORE EELOPRX to travel through for purpose of discovery [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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EXPORTS EOPRSTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes [v] 

EXPOSAL AELOPSX exposure (act of exposing (to lay open to view)) [n -S] 

EXPOSED DEEOPSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EXPOSER EEOPRSX one that exposes (to lay open to view) [n -S] 

EXPOSES EEOPSSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EXPOSIT EIOPSTX to expound (to explain in detail) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPOUND DENOPUX to explain in detail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPRESS EEPRSSX to set forth in words [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EXPULSE EELPSUX to expel (to force out) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXPUNGE EEGNPUX to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EXSCIND CDEINSX to cut out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXSECTS CEESSTX EXSECT, to cut out [v] 

EXSERTS EERSSTX EXSERT, to thrust out [v] 

EXTENDS DEENSTX EXTEND, to stretch out to full length [v] 

EXTENTS EENSTTX EXTENT, range over which something extends [n] 

EXTERNE EEENRTX extern (nonresident of institution) [n -S] 

EXTERNS EENRSTX EXTERN, nonresident of institution [n] 

EXTINCT CEINTTX to extinguish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXTOLLS ELLOSTX EXTOLL, to extol (to praise highly) [v] 

EXTORTS EORSTTX EXTORT, to obtain from person by violence or intimidation [v] 

EXTRACT ACERTTX to pull or draw out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXTREMA AEEMRTX EXTREMUM, maximum or minimum of mathematical function [n] 

EXTREME EEEMRTX highest degree [n -S] 

EXTROPY EOPRTXY prediction that human intelligence will enable life to expand throughout universe [n -PIES] 

EXTRUDE DEERTUX to force, thrust, or push out [v -D, -DING, -S] 

EXUDATE ADEETUX exuded substance [n -S] 

EXUDING DEGINUX EXUDE, to ooze forth [v] 

EXULTED DEELTUX EXULT, to rejoice greatly [v] 

EXURBAN ABENRUX EXURB, residential area lying beyond suburbs of city [adj] 

EXURBIA ABEIRUX exurb (residential area lying beyond suburbs of city) [n -S] 

EXUVIAE AEEIUVX EXUVIUM, molted covering of animal [n] 

EXUVIAL AEILUVX EXUVIUM, molted covering of animal [adj] 

EXUVIUM EIMUUVX molted covering of animal [n -IA, -E] 

EYASSES AEESSSY EYASS, eyas (young hawk) [n] 

EYEABLE ABEEELY EYE, to watch closely [adj] 

EYEBALL ABEELLY to eye (to watch closely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EYEBARS ABEERSY EYEBAR, metal bar with loop at one or both ends [n] 

EYEBEAM ABEEEMY glance [n -S] 

EYEBOLT BEELOTY type of bolt or screw [n -S] 

EYEBROW BEEORWY ridge over eye [n -S] 

EYECUPS CEEPSUY EYECUP, cup used for applying lotions to eyes [n] 

EYEFOLD DEEFLOY fold of skin of upper eyelid [n -S] 

EYEFULS EEFLSUY EYEFUL, complete view [n] 

EYEHOLE EEEHLOY small opening [n -S] 

EYEHOOK EEHKOOY type of hook [n -S] 

EYELASH AEEHLSY hair growing on edge of eyelid [n -ES] 

EYELESS EEELSSY lacking eyes (organ of sight) [adj] 
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EYELETS EEELSTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v] 

EYELIDS DEEILSY EYELID, lid of skin that can be closed over eyeball [n] 

EYELIFT EEFILTY plastic surgery of eyelid [n -S] 

EYELIKE EEEIKLY resembling eye (organ of sight) [adj] 

EYESHOT EEHOSTY range of vision [n -S] 

EYESOME EEEMOSY pleasant to look at [adj] 

EYESORE EEEORSY something offensive to sight [n -S] 

EYESPOT EEOPSTY simple visual organ of lower animals [n -S] 

EYEWASH AEEHSWY eye lotion [n -ES] 

EYEWEAR AEEERWY device worn on or over eyes [n EYEWEAR] 

EYEWINK EEIKNWY wink of eye [n -S] 
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